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**SIMD group kernels don't work on 32bit Windows**
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**Description**

Tested SSE2 and SSE4.1 but I assume the AVX ones are broken too. Compilation fails with error C2719: ‘x2’: formal parameter with __declspec(align(‘16’)) won’t be aligned

32bit Windows doesn’t allow align of function parameters because of calling conventions. Fixing this won’t be easy and I suppose won’t be done (I think the only way would be changing all SSE functions to macros).

But we should at least automatically disable all CPU acceleration for 32bit Windows and print a warning that this will have bad performance and that one should compile for 64bit if possible.

Ideally we would automatically compile for 64bit if possible but it seems it isn’t possible to change the cmake generator to 64bit by default from within CMakeLists.txt.

**Associated revisions**

Revision 73dd31e8 - 01/10/2013 08:50 AM - Erik Lindahl

Fixes SSE/AVX compilation under Windows

- 32-bit MSVC cannot handle more than 3 xmm/ymm register arguments due to stack alignment, so some group kernel routines have been copied into optional macros. These are only used for 32-bit MSVC compiles; other alternatives including icc on windows use the normal functions that are easier to debug.
- Since the windows compilers control 32 vs 64 bit with flags, a new log file entry has been added to show whether the present build is a 32 or 64 bit one.
- Minor fixes to enable double precision AVX_128_FMA builds on windows.
- Replace use of explicit binary constants with _MM_SHUFFLE() macro in nbnxn kernels to make it compile under windows.

With these fixes, both SSE2, SSE4, and AVX256 group kernels pass regression tests in single and double with MSVC2010, MSVC2012, and icc 2013.1 used with visual studio 2012. The nbnxn kernels pass all tests with the exception of 32-bit double precision AVX_256 where all three compilers still fail (Refs #1097).

Fixes #1092, #1093, #1068.

Change-Id: I6807b102af1db01cafba26a45284f5c38c7498fd
It's mostly a bug in MSVC that Microsoft didn't bother fixing for several years - but the latest version (Visual Studio 2012, IIRC) does support it. It works fine with icc or gcc.

I just tested it with VS2012 and it also doesn't work. Are you sure it works with ICC? I don't have a ICC license and the Jenkins Windows host only has 64bit ICC. So I can't test it. Because Microsoft claims that it is the calling convention so it shouldn't work with ICC either. But maybe you are right and this is a bug in MSVC and just an excuse.

Like I said, I'm not suggesting to fix the error. We should just fix cmake to disable the acceleration and print a warning. So it would be good to know whether ICC works or not. As far as I know we don't support native GCC (MINGW). And cygwin shouldn't be an issue.

Confirmed to work with icc 2013.1 and MSVC2012.

Fixed, I believe. Patch is coming.

Was this fixed already, or is it still in gerrit (I remember seeing something like this)? Anyways, updated it to target 4.6.

Fix uploaded in https://gerrit.gromacs.org/#/c/1965/

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed